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One of the first things that anyone encounters when entering a discussion about the martial arts is what I

call, the "style debate."

"We do it this way," and "that's so-and-so's style," are common lines,  If confined to the surface-level  

observation skills of most, the debates over "which art is better than any other," are would be destined to  

go on forever.

Why then, if some arts are the best, as purported by some so-called masters, do instructors from any

particular art look up to, or compliment those of another?  Why does Stephen K. Hayes, a ninjutsu

practitioner, compliment Paulie Zink, a Drunken-Monkey Kung-fu stylist; or Paul Vunak of Jeet Kune Do?

Why did Dan Inosanto, a Philippino stylist seek out the teachings of Bruce Lee?

Could it be  that the 'mastery' being sought after is not in the "form" of the art, but in the common principles

or concepts that make someone a good fighter -  regardless of style?  To answer that, let's look at a

combat situation for a moment.  For now, it matters very little if we are talking about a one-on-one

self-defense situation, or an all-out war.

Let's examine the factors that you must consider and take care of if you are to win.  For a more

comprehensive list of tactics and considerations, refer to the martial classic, "The Art of War," by the

ancient Chinese master tactician General Sun Tsu.

COMBAT ESSENTIALS

1. Distance

It's been said  that, "he (or she) who controls the distance, controls the fight."  Different fight scenarios

require different distances or ranges to be the most effective.  For example:

a) If I'm defending against an assailant with a handgun, I want to be very close to him since his

effectiveness and ability to follow my moves improves with longer distance.



b) If I'm dealing with a knife-wielding opponent, I want to be farther than arms  reach plus the knife.  The

greater distance makes it difficult for him to reach me.  And...

c) If I'm avoiding gunfire from a sniper on a roof, I want to be...

...in the next city!

The point here is that, regardless of what we think we know, we must be able to control the distance in a

fight effectively if we are to be able to defend ourselves against the boxer, the kicker, the wrestler, or the

guy across the street with a gun.

2. Balance

One of my teachers approaches the subject of combat and control of the attacker almost exclusively from

the standpoint of controlling your own balance, while upsetting the opponent's.  If you're in a better position

than your assailant, the fight is yours.

Regardless  of whether you're punching, kicking, or grappling, the one thing that you must remember is

this...

...you're a biped.

This might sound silly and even obvious, but the scientific fact is that, as long as you have only one or two

points of contact with the ground, you are in a constant state of changing balance.

The only fighters who do not have to worry about balance are ground fighters - they only have to worry

about weapons and their opponent's friends!

Understanding balance is more than just breaking your opponent's.  And, it's much more than just physical.

The master tactician understands that he doesn't just maintain his own balance, he also knows that he

must be able to break it at will!



And, he doesn't just need to be able to break the attacker's physical balance in a way that stops his

movement, but also his...

...thinking!

3. Strength
It's been repeated over and over again in ninjutsu schools around the World that - the student of

ninpo-taijutsu must "relax" in order for their body to flow properly.  We must remember though, relaxation is

a condition where we do not overexert ourselves when  doing work.  Work on the other hand, is the output

of energy from our muscles.

Far too many students, especially in our martial arts, use the "relax" principle  as either an excuse to avoid

exercise or read  into it too far and produce movements and postures which are TOO relaxed.  As my own

teacher  reminds me...

...there is a big difference between

Relaxed energy -  using just enough energy to do the work required (i.e. hold your arm at the proper level

with fingers together and pointed at the attacker's eyes) and...

"Dead" energy - standing lazily with the muscles only half-engaged (i.e. arm hanging from shoulder in front

of the torso, fingers loosely held but apart, and everything pointing roughly in the attacker's direction).

If we are to truly be prepared for any given situation, then we must think about what we might have to do in

a potentially dangerous situation, like...

a) Open an aircraft's bulkhead door after an emergency landing

b) Carry a  friend or loved-one to safety

c) Wrestle with a 300lb assailant on top of us, or...

d) Apply a choke hold that works instantly...

...just to name a few.



4. Cover
Every martial art or fighting posture, regardless of whether we are talking about ninjutsu, tae kwon

do, or kung-fu, provides a means for covering exposed targets from an assailant's advances.  Just as a

rock or wall provides the soldier protection from enemy gunfire, the fighter's posture must provide adequate

protection against incoming punches and kicks.

Unfortunately, far too many martial artists and self-defense students see their postures or stances as

either...

a) a necessary evil to learn before they can get to the "cool" stuff, or...

b) the "cool" stylish poses you take up to look good and show everybody you know something!

Cover should be equated with the concept of "shielding."  It  the principle of making it difficult for the

opponent to get  at you,  or at the very least, difficult to get  at your important, life-sustaining targets.

5. Strategy
In addition to dealing with punches and kicks, we must also examine how we're going to deal with

non-striking attacks, like those directed at us by a grabbing, wrestling assailant.   The primary lesson taught

for dealing with a punching and kicking opponent, by virtually every school is "blading" the body - turning it

sideways and flattening it out - relative to the attacker.  This removes sensitive targets away from an

attacker's reach while still allowing the defender to access anything on his opponent's body which may

open up.

Strategy is also the ability to see the "big picture" and understand what an opponent is trying to do,

before he or she does it.  It's the preplanning of "what-if" scenarios so you have a default and won't have to

come up with something under pressure when you're logical, rational mind has taken a vacation.  Strategy

is having a clear objective, whether it's restraining the assailant for the police, escorting him out a particular

door, or stalling him long enough to run, that gives  rhyme and reason to every move you make - to every

technique you use - to everything you do in your defense at that particular moment.  Otherwise...



...it's just a bunch of punches, kicks, and grabs with no logic behind them.

If you want to advance into the mastery stages, you should be looking  at the details - the "hidden secrets'

of any given technique which really gives it its power and make it "unbeatable" for THAT attacker in THAT

situation.   If more students would only take the time to examine "why" any technique, regardless of

whether it's a joint  lock or a stance is done, they would come  to understand  why true masters say that

there is a big difference between true variation and...

...doing whatever you want.

In the beginning stages of your training, all of the lessons are big, obvious, and almost life-changing.  But,

as you develop your skills and grow in both knowledge and proficiency, it can be easy to lose sight of your

original goal - self-defense mastery and the ability to protect yourself from predators and other dangers the

world can and just might throw at you.

Some students can confuse the kata, or prearranged examples - the teaching models -  with real fighting,

much as we might confuse a silk rose for the real thing at first glance.  And, as you grow in ability, the

lessons will become smaller, but at the same time, earth-shattering nonetheless.   In the beginning, your

techniques are what we might call, "situational,"  while in the advanced stages, every lesson touches and

improves your ability with every other technique you've learned.   That is, of course, if you stick around that

long or learn to see beyond the step-by-step, "baby" lessons.

The study of real world self-defense - of mastering conflict - is no different than the study and mastery of

yourself.   It's like growing up.  Perfection is not just "looking good," it is in looking "right."  Putting style

aside, the master combatant understands the science of warfare and, knowing what must be done,

proceeds to do exactly...

...what must be done.
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